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Credit Suisse AG
Credit Suisse proactively invests to stave off fintech threat in
domestic businesses, a credit positive

On 26 August, Credit Suisse AG (CS, A1/A1 stable, baa21) announced that it will adjust its
Swiss Universal Bank (SUB) in response to the changing market environment. CS will make
substantial investments in its domestic client businesses – and digitalization – to strengthen
its leading market position in Switzerland.

The investments are credit positive because developing new digital products and
infrastructure will help CS meet evolving customer expectations amid the increasing
application of innovative digital financial services that particularly affect the delivery of retail
financial services. CS expects the initial digitization investment over the next three years to
be a high triple-digit CHF million amount.

Although CS does not disclose retail banking revenue, we estimate it accounts for around
10%2 of group-wide revenue. Therefore, staying in step with a market environment
characterized by ultra-low interest rates negatively pressuring margins as well as the threat
that new entrants will disintermediate parts of its retail revenue stream is essential to keep
retail revenue stable or grow it. By deploying its financial resources to develop technology
and enhance its digital platform within its newly formed Direct Banking sub-segment, CS
shows agility and management commitment to execute strategically directed investment to
withstand sustained competition, thereby safeguarding revenue and profitability.

Supporting these efforts, CS will organizationally split its SUB into three separately managed
sub-segments3. The new Direct Banking segment will focus exclusively on private and
commercial clients mainly using core banking products. While aiming to provide digital-
only solutions to these clients from 2021 onwards, CS will also expand staff that serves
customers to allow for sufficient and sustained support of its digital offering to clients within
the Direct Banking segment. CS expects the new segment to serve approximately one million
retail clients and 60,000 commercial clients. In addition, CS will also separate Investment
Banking (IB) as a standalone business area. Currently managed as part of Corporate and
Institutional Clients within SUB, IB as a new sub-segment will allow greater collaboration
with other divisions of the group, primarily those servicing ultra-high net worth individuals
and institutional clients. If effectively implemented, more prominently promoting the
IB’s product offering in a dedicated sub-segment will help grow revenue from less cyclical
advisory businesses covering wealthy individuals’ and families’ needs.

Although it will take time to reduce operating costs, the SUB division will be making these
investments from its own financial resources while maintaining its December 2018 targets
for a cost/income ratio of below 60% and a return on regulatory capital of at least 18%.

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBM_1192003
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Credit-Suisse-AG-credit-rating-211600
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Endnotes
1 The ratings shown are the bank’s deposit rating and senior unsecured debt ratings and Baseline Credit Assessment (BCA).

2 Retail banking is reported within the ‘Private Clients’ sub-segment of the SUB, which also encompassess private banking as well as small business banking
revenue.

3 This reorganization will not affect the external reporting. The division will continue reporting the two sub-segments Private Clients and Corporate and
Institutional Clients.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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